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The talk addresses two types of transitivity alternations in Hebrew that occur without concomitant 

morphological alternation. Such cases are expected to be marginal, given earlier claims, such as Doron 

(2003) and Arad (2005), that argument structure alternations in Hebrew must appear in different binyanim 

(morphological patterns).  

I first show, on the basis of attested natural data from contemporary Hebrew, that transitivity 

alternations within the same binyan  has become more common, and thus weakens the correlation 

between morphological contrast and argument structure of verbs. I then analyze the conditions under 

which such transitivity alternations occur.  

From transitive to intransitive: the causative-inchoative alternation in hiCCiC 

The first type of alternation within the same binyan is the causative-inchoative alternation in binyan 

hiCCiC. My findings show that this group consists of 76 verbs, a far larger number than observed in 

previous studies, between 11 verbs (Arad 2005), to 34 (Laks 2011). Here are a few examples:  

1. ha-naʕar hexʃix  et    ha-xeder \ ha-xeder  hexʃix 

 'The boy darkened the room' \ 'the room darkened' 

2. ha-tajas hinmix  et ha-matos  \ ha-matos     hinmix  

 'The pilot lowered the aircraft' \ 'the aircraft descended' 

3. ha-menaceax hitxil et  ha-koncert  \ ha-koncert hitxil 

 'The conductor started the concert' \ 'the concert started' 

4. ha-naheget  hitniʕa  et ha-mexonit \ ha-mexonit hitniʕa  

 'The driver started the car' \ 'the car started' 

In addition to the 76 verbs, I have found 8 innovations which point at the productivity of this class of 

verbs. Some examples: (all innovations were found online): 

5. ha-tekes  hirhiv  me-az  

'The ceremony became more spectacular since then' 

6. ha-ʃvil matlil u-maslia 

'The trail becomes steep and rocky' 

The size of the group, as well as its productivity for innovations, show that this group cannot be 

ignored. For comparison, note that the dominant causative alternation of CaCaC - hiCCiC, which gave 

hiCCiC its status as the causative binyan of Hebrew, consists of 133 verbs (Arad 2005), less than two 

times the size of the group discussed here. My claim is that hiCCiC has become a form\function 

construction for internally-caused change-of-state verbs. This group is exclusive for transitivity-reduction 

alternation without a change in binyan. In what follows, I present the main arguments for my claim. 

Morphologically, hiCCiC is the preferred target form for zero-derivation alternations. First, unlike 

the binyanim CaCaC and CiCCeC, hiCCiC lacks a paradigmatic binyan for its intransitive alternations. In 

addition, hiCCiC is prosodically unmarked (Schwarzwald 1996), thus preferred over the marked CaCaC 

and niCCaC for replacing existing forms (Laks 2011). For instance, the intransitives pasak ‘stop’ and 

ʃaman ‘fatten’ are abandoned in favor of their transitive counterparts hifsik ‘stop’ and hiʃmin ‘fatten’, 

which acquire the intransitive reading.  

Semantically, the transitive-intransitive hiCCiC consists mostly (67 out of 76) of internally-caused, non-

incremental Degree-Achievements (Rothstein 2001, Hay et al. 1999) (examples 1-2 above). All 



innovations found follow this characterization. The minority of the verbs in the group are not Degree-

Achievements (examples 3-4 above). In the case of the minority, the theme arguments of the verbs are 

highly agentive, along the lines of Thematic-Proto-Roles system, defined by Dowty (1991).  

Based on Dowty’s (1991) notion of Alternation I claim that highly agentive theme arguments are 

more likely than low agentive arguments to alternate between subject and object roles of intransitive and 

transitive verbs, respectively. The zero-derivation alternation is restricted accordingly: when a transitive 

verb in hiCCiC does not denote a degree-achievement, nor its theme argument is highly agentive, it 

cannot have intransitive reading. For instance: hidlik ‘light, ignite' \ *‘be lit’; hivʕir ‘burn’ \ *‘burn INTR’; 

hirtiv ‘wet’ \ *‘get wet’. 

From intransitive to transitive: causativization with no morphological change 

The second type of alternation is more innovative. It takes place when an originally intransitive verb from 

one of the binyanim hiCCiC or CiCCeC is integrated in a transitive construction with a direct object. It is 

illustrated in the following attested examples: 

7. toda   raba, hismakt  oti         hismik ‘blush’ 

'Thank you; you made me blush (“you blushed me”)' 

8. hu dileg et   taxanat   ha-isuf  ha-gdudit        dileg ‘hop’ 

'He transferred the medical logistics station' 

9. D.L. lo    haita   kajemet    im lo  hajinu  mevaabeim  et ha-ʃetax  biabea ‘bubble up INTR’ 

'D.L. would not exist hadn't we stirred up the field' 

10. netsig  ha-ʃerut     himtin   oti  al  ha-kav      himtin ‘wait’  

'The custumer-service advisor made me hold the line' 

Morphologically, since hiCCiC and CiCCeC associate with transitivity (Berman 1978), the form of the 

verbs enables their construal as transitives, with direct objects. The causative meaning is given by the 

syntactic construction and not by a change of Binyan.  

Semantically, the condition under which these innovations take place is low-agentivity of the event 

or the argument moved to the object position. Compare hismik ‘blush’ and hizia ‘sweat’; both are physical 

events with theme arguments. However, they differ in the degree of controllability: while sweating may 

be caused by the person who sweats (by running or exercising), blushing is a completely uncontrolled, 

externally caused event. I claim that for this reason we find hismik et ‘blush TRANS’ (example 7 above) but 

not *hizia et ‘sweat TRANS’. 

Discussion: Although both types of transitivity alternation are different from one another, together they 

provide insights regarding what speakers of Hebrew do to obey the rigid morphological constraints of the 

verbal system with respect to inflection, while overcoming the limitations posed by these constraints with 

respect to transitivity alternations: under the specific conditions described above speakers may alternate 

argument structure without alternating binyan. Such behavior goes against the essence of the Semitic 

system of derivation (Arad 2005), and resembles languages with poorer morphology (like English).  
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